


Barnett has pioneered the crossbow industry for over 50 yrs. With a 
devotion to quality and a commitment to excellence, the team at 
Barnett continues to drive innovation all while producing top 
performance at an affordable price. Where else can you find speeds like 
what’s ingrained in our products at the retails we are able to maintain? 
Just take a look at the dollars per feet per second. The math doesn’t lie.  
Barnett sets the bar for innovation for the entire industry and has since 
the late 1950’s.  From the invention of the first shoot thru foot stirrup, 
to the rope cocking devices you see every day, Barnett has set the trend 
and mold for every crossbow available today.  
We are Made in the USA and proud of it. Our team in Tarpon Springs, 
Florida is second to none, and works year round to maintain inventory 
all while focusing more and more on the quality, and innovation of the 
product. Our dedication and investment in a domestic facility is what 
makes this all possible. We are the only crossbow company who truly 
manufactures the product from start to finish. From molding the stocks, 
to machining cam’s, to dipping the camo, to the trigger assembly, 
Barnett will continue to lead with American ingenuity.   

We have effectively negotiated a pricing structure with our suppliers 
to maintain this USA based business. Barnett has efficiently blended 
advanced technology with tradition resulting in dependable, 
comfortable crossbows that surpass others in the field. 
When someone thinks crossbow, Barnett is what comes to mind. Other 
manufacturers attempt to catch us but with the speeds that our bows 
generate all we can say is good luck!
In the last few years, we have developed our latest range of bows based 
on the changing needs and desires of today’s hunters. Lightweight, 
Dependable, Adjustable and Powerful. Barnett has brought crossbow 
technology to the height it stands at today. We are committed to 
delivering you quality and performance with unparalleled service 
and value. Barnett is the most recognized name in the crossbow 
manufacturing arena with good reason.  We have been making 
crossbows for over a half a century, sold over 1 million bows to date 
and we’re not slowing down!

I c o n  L e g e n d
carbonLite – New CRT Carbon Riser.  The most technically advanced riser ever 
created for a crossbow.  It removes nearly 43% of weight from the front end which 
dramatically shifts the balance point to the shoulder.  This allows for the steadiest, 

and most accurate shot possible.
Shoot Thru Riser – Patented by Barnett this unique and sought after design 
lengthened the power stroke of a bow without placing the cocking string beyond 
arms length.  This allows for increased speeds and stored energy levels unequaled 

in the industry.  FEA (Finite Element Analysis) testing enabled the design team to minimize the 
weight and maximize the strength, (a process used by NASA and now in Barnett Crossbows) 
making this technology truly a step above the rest.

AdF (Anti dry Fire) – This ADF Trigger is a state of the art mechanism that 
protects the user from shooting the weapon without an arrow in place.  The 
patented Anti Dry Fire Trigger has a spring loaded redundant safety bar that 

remains in place until the arrow is seated properly, which finally allows the user to switch 
the safety off and shoot the bow.

MIM (Metal Injected Mold) – This trigger is metal injected molded which 
allows for the tightest quality tolerances available.  This accounts for the 
refreshingly smooth trigger pull at 3.5 pounds.  Less jerking and ultimately 

tighter groups.
AVI (Anti Vibration Isolation) - Patented high compression over molded limbs 
and/or components.  This reduces noise and vibration by up to 30%.  AVi also 
helps prevent inadvertent nicks and scratches, and provides a protective barrier.

Integrated crank Available – Remove the Cheek piece and install your new 
CCD (Crank Cocking Device).  Integrated bushings in the stock provide for fast 
and effective install of the crank device.   

Speed dial – Designates the speed (feet per second) for that particular 
piece of equipment.  Patented trigger assemblies affords the maximum 
power stroke available and ultimately providing the fastest equipment for 

the money spent. 
Illumnated Scope – This product comes complete with an Illuminate Recital 
Scope as part of the base package.  Helps in low light conditions to see the cross 
hairs.

easton Arrows – Every crossbow in this catalog that carries this icon ships 
with quality Easton custom carbon arrows, engineered to provide maximum 
performance with the product it ships with.

Barnett Outdoors, LLC. reserves the right to make changes to any item’s physical design and functionality 
as necessary to improve performance at its sole discretion. As a result, such changes may not be reflected 

in this version of the catalog. Some items may be shown with optional or after market accessories.
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CROSSWIRE® 
PREMIUM CUSTOM CROSSBOW STRINGS

This proprietary manufacturing process blends 
our fibers with the industry’s toughest serving 
materials. Combining these qualities and 
attributes guarantees that the shooter 
has the most stable and reliable 
string in the industry!

Barnett was the first to offer a Crank Cocking 
Device to the industry and through advancement 
in technology and design innovations this Barnett 
crank is designed to be fully integrated into 
the stock of the bow.  It provides a low profile; 
comfortable fit and the handle easily adjusts to 
right or left hand.  Barnett cranks reduce 
cocking tension to a mere 16lbs.

The Shoot Thru Riser, 
patented by Barnett, 
revolutionized the crossbow 
industry. This unique and 
sought after design lengthened 
the power stroke of a bow without placing the cocking string 
beyond arms length. This allows for increased speeds and stored energy levels 
unequaled in the industry. FEA (Finite Element Analysis) testing enabled the 
design team to minimize the weight and maximize the strength, (a process used 
by NASA and now in Barnett Crossbows) 
making the Predator®, among other Barnett 
models truly a step above the rest.

AVI: The “Anti Vibration Isolation” system utilizes a unique material 
designed specifically for use on Barnett Crossbows.  AVI material 
completely encapsulates the limb dramatically reducing vibration.  
This process not only decreases noise levels by nearly 30% but also 
protects the limbs from normal wear and unintentional contact with 
hunter’s natural surroundings and increases the life of the limbs 
along with reduced cable and string wear.
Noise or lack of it is key to a successful hunt.  Vibration produced 
when firing the crossbow resonates through the foot stirrup as the 
arrow is launched from any bow. Barnett engineers recognize this 
and have extended the AVI technology to include the foot stirrups 
on all of their full-size crossbows.

The ADF (Anti-Dry Fire) trigger system 
from Barnett. This MIM (Metal Injection 
molding) trigger contains the added 
safety precaution of the ADF “Anti Dry 
Fire” feature, eliminating unintentional 
dry firing of your bow. MIM components 
allow for a smooth 3.5 lb pull.

The Carbon Riser Technology (CRT©) is another first for the Crossbow industry, 
and once again is brought to you by Barnett.  This proprietary 

technology has been cast into Barnett’s patented Shoot Thru 
Foot Riser.  Boasting a 5 to 1 safety factor, this ultralight, 

super strong Riser affords the best balance available.

1www.barnettcrossbows.com
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SPECS 185 draw weight
151 ft lbs of energy

15.75 in power stroke
400 feet per second

8.2 lbs weight
38 in length

24 in width
22 in arrow length

Introducing The Ghost400 CarbonLite, the flagship of the Barnett line
- The most technically advanced crossbow to hit the market. 
- It is a perfect blend of performance and comfort and leaves nothing for wanting when you look at the entire package.  
- Shooting lightning speeds of 400+ fps it leads the industry with raw power. 
- Equipped with our proprietary NEW Carbon Riser Technology (CRT), making this bow the lightest and strongest in its class. 
- The all aluminum extruded flight track affords it one of the smoothest shots available. Also standard on the Ghost400 is Barnett’s ADF 

trigger (anti dry fire) assuring the safest experience available and the CRoSSWIRE® string and cable system.
- Comes with three 22” arrows, Barnett’s NEW Talon crossbow sling, NEW Carbon Cross® 3 arrow quiver, rope cocking device, and 

premium paper-sighted illuminated scope. 

Ultralight CRT© (Carbon) Riser

AVi - Anti Vibration Technology Limbs

Barnett Custom Composite Laminated Limbs

ADF (Anti Dry Fire) Trigger Safety System

MIM (Metal Injection Mold) Tightly Toleranced Trigger

CNC Machined Aluminum Flight Track

CNC Machined 7/8” Picatinny Rail

Barnett Talon Crossbow Sling

Rope Cocking Device included

Allows for the Integration of a Crank Cocking Device

43% lighter
Our Industry first CRT riser breaks 

all barriers and focuses on removing 
unprecedented weight from the front end.

4 5

Package-Carbon Cross 3 Arrow Quiver, 3-22in. Arrows, Barnett Talon Crossbow Sling, Rope Cocking Device & Premium Paper Sighted Illuminated 3x32 Scope #78022

www.barnettcrossbows.com
727-234-4999

Get the free 
mobile app at

http//:gettag.mobi

400
fps

PATENT No. 6,901,921
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175 draw weight
116 ft lbs of energy

12 in power stroke
350 feet per second

7.6 lbs weight
37 in length

23.5 in width
20 in arrow length

The Ghost350 CarbonLite
- The Ghost350 CarbonLite is one of the lightest bows to ever come out of the Barnett factory. 
- At just over 7.6 lbs you’ll be able to shoulder and hold better accuracy with little effort. 
- The Carbon Riser Technology (CRT) removes enough weight out of the front end to move the center of gravity back to the end of the 

stock, making it much easier to carry.
- This bow ships with CRoSSWIRE® string and cable system and shoots 350 fps, providing more than enough power for any occasion. 
- The package will be complete with quiver and three 22” arrows, premium illuminated reticle scope and rope cocking device.

Ultralight CRT© (Carbon) Riser

High Definition Camo

Barnett Custom Composite Laminated Limbs

ADF (Anti Dry Fire) Trigger Safety System

MIM (Metal Injection Mold) Tightly Toleranced Trigger

CNC Machined 7/8” Picatinny Rail

Unparralled Balance

Rope Cocking Device Included

Allows for the Integration of a Crank Cocking Device

5:1  Safety factor
Our CRT riser is engineered to surpass all 
strength requirements that the power of a 

Barnett crossbow provides.  
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Package-Quiver, 3-22in. Arrows & Premium Illuminated 3x32 Scope #78021

SPECS

Get the free 
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The Buck Commander just got better!
- The Buck Commander comes standard with the industries only proprietary Carbon Riser Technology (CRT) by Barnett. 
- As part of the CarbonLite series this bow is sure to exceed your every expectation. 
- Constructed with a fully extruded aluminum flight track.
- CRoSSWIRE® string and cable system, ADF trigger assembly and powerful speeds of 365 fps assure you of having plenty of 

performance for the most demanding hunt. 
- The package will be complete with quiver and three 22”arrows, premium illuminated reticle scope and rope cocking device.

Ultralight CRT© (Carbon) Riser
High Definition Camo

AVi - Anti Vibration Isolation Limbs 
Barnett Custom Composite Laminated Limbs

ADF (Anti Dry Fire) Trigger Safety System
MIM (Metal Injection Mold) Tightly Toleranced Trigger

CNC Machined Aluminum Flight Track
CNC Machined  7/8” Picatinny Rail

3.5lb. Trigger Pull
Rope Cocking Device Included

Allows for the Integration of a Crank Cocking Device

Superior Balance
Our ultra light CRT riser allows for a shift in 

the balance point away from the riser and 
back to the shoulder.  Feel the Difference

8 9

Package-Quiver, 3-22in. Arrows & Premium Illuminated 3x32mm Scope #78039

www.barnettcrossbows.com
727-234-4999SPECS 175 draw weight

126 ft lbs of energy
14 in power stroke

365 feet per second
8.1 lbs weight
36.25 in length

24 in width
22 in arrow length

PATENT No. 6,901,921

Get the free 
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The Predator with CRT™
- With Carbon Riser Technology (CRT)  we give this power house the best balance and feel affording you easier transport and 

steadier shots. 
- The Carbon Riser is ultra light and ultra strong. The Predator CRT is one of the most aggressive weapons available shooting 375 fps. 
- The ADF Trigger (anti dry fire), the CRoSSWIRE® string and cable system and the awesome power this bow provides you will be 

able to rest easier knowing there is plenty of power in wheel house when you need it most. 
- The package will be complete with quiver and three 22” arrows, premium illuminated reticle scope and rope cocking device.

Ultralight CRT© (Carbon) Riser
High Definition Camo

AVi - Anti Vibration Isolation Limbs
Barnett Custom Composite Laminated Limbs

ADF (Anti Dry Fire) Trigger Safety System
MIM (Metal Injection Mold) Tightly Toleranced Trigger

GAM™ (Gas Assist Mold) Lighter Composite Stock
CNC Machined  7/8” Picatinny Rail

Adjustable Cheek Piece
Adjustable Butt Pad

3.5lb. Trigger Pull
Rope Cocking Device Included

Axle to Axle 19 in. Cocked / 22 in. Uncocked

Steadier Shots
The weight reduction in our CRT Riser 

provides steadier shots and delivers 
unparalleled down range accuracy.

10 11

CRT Package-Quiver, 3-22in. Arrows & Premiun Illuminated 3x32mm Scope #78020

SPECS 175 draw weight
133 ft lbs of energy

15 in power stroke
375 feet per second

8 lbs weight
37 in length

24 in width
22 in arrow length

PATENT No. 6,901,921

Get the free 
mobile app at

http//:gettag.mobi

375
fps
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The Predator®

- The first patented crossbow of it’s kind, the Predator’s pioneering design offers 
a shoot thru foot stirrup

-  The power stroke to 15 in. and produces an amazing speed of 375 fps.
-  Features Barnett’s AVi limb system combined with re-designed, high-velocity 

Whiplash cams, CRoSSWIRE® string and cable system, and ADF trigger system
- The stock features adjustable cheek and but plates, allowing for maximum 

comfort and adjustability.

The Penetrator™
- Pioneering design offers a shoot thru foot stirrup.
- The power stroke to 12 in. and producing speeds of 350 fps.
- Features Barnett’s high energy cam system and the CRoSSWIRE® string and 

cable system.
- Ships with Barnett’s ADF trigger system with a 3.5 lb. trigger pull.
- Revolutionary crank attachment built right into the stock, allowing   

for the easy installation of the optional crank cocking device.
- Sleek, low profile look and feel.
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Package-Quiver, 3-22in. Arrows & 4x32mm Scope #78015
Package-Quiver, 3-22in. Arrows & Premium Red Dot Sight #78035

Package-Quiver, 3-20” Arrows & 4x32 #78401
Package-Quiver, 3-20” Arrows & Red Dot Sight #78410

www.barnettcrossbows.com
727-234-4999

Patented Magnesium STR Riser
High Definition Camo
AVi - Anti Vibration Isolation Limbs
Barnett Custom Composite Laminated Limbs
ADF (Anti Dry Fire) Trigger Safety System
MIM (Metal Injection Mold) Tightly Toleranced Trigger
GAM™ (Gas Assist Mold) Lighter Composite Stock
CNC Machined 7/8” Picatinny Rail
Adjustable Cheek Piece
Adjustable Butt Pad
Rope Cocking Device Included
3.5lb. Trigger Pull
Axle to Axle 19 in. Cocked / 22 in. Uncocked

Patented Magnesium STR Riser
High Definition Camo
ADF (Anti Dry Fire) Trigger Safety System
MIM (Metal Injection Mold) Tightly Toleranced Trigger
GAM™ (Gas Assist Mold) Lighter Composite Stock
CNC Machined 7/8” Picatinny Rail
3.5lb. Trigger Pull
Allows for the Integration of a Crank Cocking Device

SPECS SPECS175 draw weight
133 ft lbs of energy

15 in power stroke
375 feet per second

9 lbs weight
37 in length

24 in width
22 in arrow length

175 draw weight
116 ft lbs of energy

12 in power stroke
350 feet per second

8.6 lbs weight
37 in length

24 in width
20 in arrow length

PATENT No. 6,901,921
PATENT No. 6,901,921

Get the free 
mobile app at

http//:gettag.mobi

Get the free 
mobile app at

http//:gettag.mobi
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The Quad 400™
- Designed to deliver the arrow to the target with     

devastating accuracy and extreme velocity. 
- Patented high-density gas assist molded stock with an accu-comfort thumbhole grip. 
- The light weight stock allows for an optional crank-cocking device to be easily 

installed under the contoured cheek pieces. 
- Ships with Barnett’s ADF trigger system. 
- Perfectly balanced, lightweight, more comfortable, extremely powerful bows 

feature the CRoSSWIRE® string and cable system, making them the ultimate 
hunting tools.

14

Package-(Camo)-Quiver, 3-20in. Arrows & 4x32 scope #78032 
Package-(Camo)-Quiver, 3-20in. Arrows & Premium Red Dot Sight #78071

High Definition Camo
AVi Foot Stirrup
ADF (Anti Dry Fire) Trigger Safety System
MIM (Metal Injection Mold) Tightly Toleranced Trigger
GAM™ (Gas Assist Mold) Lighter Composite Stock
CNC Machined 7/8” Picatinny Rail
Quad Limbs
3.5lb. Trigger Pull
CNC Machined Cams
Allows for the Integration of a Crank Cocking Device

SPECS 150 draw weight
112 ft lbs of energy

15.5 in power stroke
345 feet per second

9 lbs weight
37 in length

26.75 in width
22 in arrow length

Get the free 
mobile app at

http//:gettag.mobi

The Wildcat C5™
- The best selling bow of all time is the foundation     

of this awesome compound crossbow.  
- Lightweight GAM™ composite stock, thumbhole grip, and vented quad limbs.
- High energy wheels combined with a synthetic string and cable system.
- Ships with Barnett’s ADF trigger system.
- This crossbow has a revolutionary crank attachment built right into the stock, 

allowing for easy installation of the optional crank cocking device.
- The Wildcat C5 is also available in a stealthy matte black finish.

Package-(Camo)-Quiver, 3-20” Arrows & Premium Red Dot Sight #78076
Package-(Camo)-Quiver, 3-20” Arrows & 4x32mm Scope #78078
Package-(Black)-Quiver, 3-20” Arrows & Premium Red Dot Sight #78073

www.barnettcrossbows.com
727-234-4999

High Definition Camo 
AVi Foot Stirrup 
ADF (Anti Dry Fire) Trigger Safety System
MIM (Metal Injection Mold) Tightly Toleranced Trigger
GAM™ (Gas Assist Mold) Lighter Composite Stock
CNC Machined 7/8” Picatinny Rail
High Energy Wheels
3.5lb. Trigger Pull
Aluminum Riser
Vented Quad Limb Design
Allows for the integration of a Crank Cocking Device

SPECS 150 draw weight
97 ft lbs of energy

13 in power stroke
320 feet per second

8.5 lbs weight
35.25 in length

26.75 in width
20 in arrow length

Get the free 
mobile app at

http//:gettag.mobi
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The Jackal™
- Barnett introduces the Jackal. 
- Innovative stock design is unique to our crossbow line up. 
- Sleek military style stock is lightweight and compact with a divided foregrip for 

comfortable hand placement. 
- The quad limb assembly is combined with high energy wheels and the CRoSSWIRE® 

string and cable system producing arrow speeds of 315 feet per second. 
- Features Barnett’s ADF MIM trigger providing for a smooth 3.5 lb. trigger pull and 

the added benefits of a picatinny rail. 
- Delivers the power and features of a “high priced” bow at a price    

that makes this crossbow an excellent value for everyone.

16

Package-(Camo)-Quiver, 3-20in. Arrows & Premium Red Dot Sight #78404

AVi Foot Stirrup
ADF (Anti Dry Fire) Trigger Safety System
MIM (Metal Injection Mold) Tightly Toleranced Trigger
GAM™ (Gas Assist Mold) Lighter Composite Stock
CNC Machined 7/8” Picatinny Rail
High Definition Camo
Quad Limbs
3.5lb. Trigger Pull
High Energy Cam System
Picatinny / Weaver Rail

SPECS 150 draw weight
95 ft lbs of energy

12 in power stroke
315 feet per second

7.7 lbs weight
32.5 in length

26.5 in width
20 in arrows

The RC-150™
- The RC-150 is truly unique in that it is 

widely regarded as the perfect bow for every 
situation, powerful and accurate enough to 
satisfy the needs of the most experienced 
of hunters while being easily accessible to the 
humble target practice beginner!  

- Hunters who need an adjustable rear stockand would rather carry a mere 5.7 
pounds of crossbow will favor the RC-150 for any hunting trip. 

- The traditional, proven straight limbs combined with the “Veloci-Speed” wheel, 
synthetic cable and string system provide up to 260 feet per second of hunting 
or target practice power! 

- This super lightweight bow is supported by a sturdy molded grip allowing the 
user to get a firm yet comfortable firing position.

 Package-Quiver & 4-18” Arrows & Red Dot #18028

www.barnettcrossbows.com
727-234-4999

Quad Limbs
Synthetic String and Cable System
4lb. Trigger Pull
High Energy Wheel
Adjustable Stock

LIGHTWEIGHT
Weighs Only 5.7lbs.

SPECS 150 draw weight
75 ft lbs of energy

9.5 in power stroke
260 feet per second

5.7 lbs weight
33.5 in length

25.5 in width
18 in arrow length

Get the free 
mobile app at

http//:gettag.mobi
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The Vortex™
- A lightweight compound bow offering the same high-quality design 

and function as larger bows, but in a smaller package to accommodate 
first-time shooters. 

- Draw weights from 24lbs. to 45lbs. deliver hours of shooting fun and 
will provide the young hunting enthusiast an opportunity in the woods. 

- Adjustable draw modules included for quick and easy changes without a 
bow press. 

- The package doubles as a carrying case for easy transport and storage. 

18

Vortex Compound Bow #1105

24lb to 45lb Draw Weight
21” to 27” Draw Length-Adjustable in 1” Increments
60%-70% Let Off
Right Handed Bow
Package Serves as a Carrying Case
Constructed to ATA/AMO Standards

SPECS Adjustable compound bow 24-45lb draw weight 21”-27” draw length 60-70% let off
Protected under one or more of the following 
patents: 4,748,962; 4,774,927; 5,020,507; 5,495,843; 
5,678,529; 6,712,057; 6,964,271

Quad Crank Cocking Device
Designed to be fully integrated into the stock of the 
bow for a low profile, comfortable fit. The handle 
easily adjusts to right or left hand and with the turn 
of a thumbscrew, may be removed after each usage. 
Reduces cocking tension to 16lbs.
17031 Ghost 400 & 350/Buck Commander/Penetrator/Quad 400/Wildcat 
C5 Crank Cocking Device

Predator Crank 
Cocking Device 
Reduces cocking 
tension to a mere 
16lbs. This device will 
also slide on and off of the dovetail, streamlining 
equipment, and allowing for a more comfortable fit. 
The handle is quickly installed either for Right hand 
or Left hand use. The crank cocking 
device insures the shooter a more 
consistent pull providing a guaranteed 
placement every time.
17057 Predator/Revolution Crank Cocking Device

                               Cross® Illuminated Scope
Low light, time for a battery change?  Don’t be left in 
the stand wondering.  This 3x32 Illuminated Reticle 
Scope is not only a red or green 3 dot sight, 
but also has multiple reticles for dependable 
placement when you need it most.

4X32 Multi-Reticle Scope
This 4x32mm Multi-Reticle Scope is water 
proof, shock resistant and allows for shooting 
at various yardages quickly and easily.

Premium Red Dot Scope
With technology as it is today, this varying 
dot intensity Premium Red Dot Sight is the 
perfect choice for any bow and simplifies your 
shooting experience. Red Dots allow you to 
keep both eyes open while shooting. Just in 
case that ‘bigger buck’ steps into the picture.

17045 Cross® Illuminated 3X32 Scope

17060 4x32 mm Multi-Reticle Crossbow Scope with Rings

17054 Premium Red Dot Sight

16061 Barnett Lubewax (3 Pack)

www.barnettcrossbows.com
727-234-4999 19

Lubewax 
Barnett’s Lubewax 
protects and 
extends the life of 
your crossbow’s 
strings. Use after 
every 5 shots.

®

Get the free 
mobile app at

http//:gettag.mobi
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Crossbow Case
This soft side case provides not only protection for your bow, but offers you easy access to your hunting or 

shooting accessories.  Additional compartments provide room and protection for your quiver, accessory 
case and more.  Details are not missed in this case for user comfort and convenience, the 

shoulder strap is padded and removable.

Barnett Talon™ Crossbow Sling
Designed specifically for Barnett Crossbows, 
the Talon offers extreme grip, even in less than 
perfect conditions. Adjustable from 32” to 40”, it 
has a quick release so that weapons are quickly 
and quietly released without tools needed.

Cross® 
Crossbow Sling
Even in less than perfect conditions, 
this sling is designed to offer extreme grip. 
Made to fit any brand of crossbow, it is 
adjustable from 32” to 40” and has quick 
release clips for ease of use and storage.

Crossbow Arrows
Barnett 18” and 
Headhunter™ 20” and 22” 
arrows specifically made 
for superior performance 
with crossbows.

Cross® Crossbow Quiver
Introducing the new Cross® 
three arrow quiver, featuring 
parrallel or perpendicular 
mounting capabilities. Ships 
with hip attachment. 

   Premium 
Crossbow Case

The best of both 
worlds when it comes to 

a crossbow case.  The Cross 
Premium case is a perfect 

blend of both hard and soft which 
allows for maximum versatility, and 

everyday protection.  Key parts of this 
case are designed with dense pliable foam 

just like what is found in Crocs™ Shoes. 
The cams are protected by molded corner 
protectors, thad the Scope is protected by a 
hard outer with a ‘living’ foam insert.  

17083 Cross® Crossbow Case

17069 Cross® Carbon Crossbow Quiver
17097 Cross® Camo Crossbow Quiver

17401 Black Cross® Crossbow Case
17403 Realtree® APG™ Cross® Crossbow Case

16107 Five Barnett 18” Arrows with 
Field Points

19100 Bulk Pack (48) 18” Arrows with 
Field Points

16075 Five 20” Headhunter™ Arrows 
with field points/moon nock

19002 Bulk Pack (48) 20” Headhunter™ 
Arrows with field points/moon 
nock

16109 Five 22” 515 grain Arrows with 
field points

16079 Five 22” Headhunter™ Arrows 
with field points/moon nock

19000 Bulk Pack (48) 22” Headhunter™ 
Arrows with field points/moon 
nock
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X-Blades Broadheads
When Barnett’s X-Blades make contact with 
their target, the patent pending mechanized 
broadhead’s tip is pushed in, locking the 
blades into place, releasing upon impact into 
the target. This gives it maximum cutting 
diameter at the point of entry, as well as the 
exit hole. X-Blade’s rear deploying blades 
will not deflect an angled shot. When you’re 
ready, X-Blades can be reset by simply 
pulling the tip back out.

Gamecrusher Broadheads
Gamecrusher Broad Heads will become one 
of the most trusted names in mechanical 
broadheads.  Partnering with NAP this 
broadhead flies straight with pinpoint accuracy.  
Utilizing the ultra sharp Diamize™ 
blades, It will undoubtedly perform 
better than any other mechanical 
broadhead in the toughest conditions.

16068 X-Blades Broadheads 3 pack

16120 Gamecrusher Broadheads 3 pack

Rope Cocking Device 
The original Rope Cocking Device simplifies 
cocking any crossbow by decreasing the 
cocking tension by half. Handles allow for a 
firm hold and the rope may be adjusted to fit 
both the bow and user. Simply a must for the 
avid user.

Cross® Rope Cocking 
Device with Multi-tool 
This innovative design is easily 
adjustable to any crossbow on 
the market featuring comfortable 
soft-touch handles. It also contains 
4 allen keys (5/16, 3/16, 3 mil 
and 6 mil) for use on all Barnett 
models and most competitors 
models. Utilizing the Rope Cocking 
Device, increases accuracy, 
decreases the draw 
weight by 50%.

Cross® Soft Grip 
The New Cross Soft Grip adds 
that perfect feel and look to your 
Crossbow. Made from a very 
soft pliable rubber, it provides 
maximum comfort. It is easy 
to install and fits all Barnett 
crossbows made in the last 
three years. 

17014 Rope Cocking Device

17081 Talon Crossbow Sling

17079 Cross® Crossbow Sling

16110 Cross® Rope Cocking Device
17074 Cross® Soft Grip Gray
17075 Cross® Soft Grip Black

®

®
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